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Hallway 

 

 

Where does this passage lead? How long will it take to get there? Like dreamless 

naps, most are too short and narrow for memorable features. Off-white, 

diplomatically avoiding clashes with rooms more strongly colour-committed, the 

hall is a disappointing tunnel of winter against which the kitchen beckons like a 

tropical holiday. Too short for generations of ancestor portraits, too narrow to 

offer step-back study of abstract art or landscapes snapped from train windows on 

longer, more interesting journeys. The hall bears the scars of moving, when the 

brutal broad shoulders of bulky furniture bulled in and out of more exciting 

rooms, blackening and chipping its surfaces. It accepts this indifference, and 

learns to regard itself as something less than the smallest room, though some 

claim more area, and are entered more often. Highway and game trail of the 

house, its pride is in its usefulness. But just once, dreams the hallway, hold the 

party here, spill the wine on me. 



Fork  

 

 

Stabs the clod as its pansy cousin stabs meat from a plate. Equally at home in 

Neptune’s ocean and the Devil’s hell, therefore an elemental tool: earth, water, 

fire. Prick of conscience, goad to all flesh, which is grass. Companion to the 

scythe, grim reaper’s instrument. 



Sawdust Shop  

 

 

Defined, in the hand-lettered royal ‘we,’ solely by what it does not: We do not sell 

furniture. We do not cut wood for people. We do not make change for the bus. We 

is a knotted, gnarled man, who on sunny days takes the air in front of the shop 

with his improbable fluffy dog, a scrap creature apparently made from frayed rope 

and floor sweepings. There is an empty chair – Don’t sit down – next to the empty 

bookshelves – This is not a public library. The wood-shaving dog yaps away 

potential customers interested in – what? Piles of sawdust? Bookshelves and 

cabinets not for sale? Empty tobacco tins on the shelves? We’s lungs are slowly 

filling with cellulose; he’s becoming a tree again, his hat a bird’s nest. The rough 

bark of perpetual annoyance is his stock-in-trade.   

 With time on his hands, he carries on a wooden and silent dialogue with 

his neighbours through his forest of crabby signs. Have a nice day BUT NOT 

HERE.  No public phone. No public washrooms. As if documenting some 

progressive dementia, he continually adds new prohibitions in pencil to warnings 

already seared into the wood: No boosters, drug pushers or rubber-neckers 

wanted. We do not buy hot goods. He’s tired of all these peckerheads. Don’t ax 

him the time of day. This ain’t infirmation. He’s a materialist, with little curiosity 

about man or God. He’s already built his own pine box. If he wakes in heaven in 

front of Jesus Christ, his only question will be “What does the H. stand for?” 

Oddly enough, one sign, fallen flat and buried in a pile of shavings, displays what 

was presumably the shop’s original name: PINE WITH RAY. But this failed Ray 

of sunshine has apparently long forgotten that he once, inadvertently, invited 

others to share his private longing for better days. 



Bakery 

 

 

Bread is the staff of life for this business, having conceded the lucrative donut 

trade to the chain down the street. In the window, a white, tiered wedding cake 

has acquired a frosting of dust on all its yellowing cardboard-and-Styrofoam 

surfaces. The pink rosettes have greyed, and the miniature bride and groom are 

embedded to the ankles in icing like Mob victims in wet cement. No one 

remembers the last order for one of these monstrosities. Perhaps people no longer 

believe in marriage, frightened off by the grim omen of these stiffs gazing not at 

each other but at the larger world passing them by. 



Toys Я Us 

 

 

Toys are not us. Toys are her. We’re the job, the mortgage, the gastric ulcer, 

spiralling credit card debt. We’re identity theft, kiddie porn, the cut-up parents of 

missing children. We’re all the body parts or weapons you can cram in a gym bag. 

We’re immunizations, all-hazard insurance, homeland security, micro-chip ID. 

We’re the twin towers of western capital, more vulnerable than U.S. Steel ever 

dreamed. We’re exploding sneakers and unclaimed luggage. We’re high blood 

pressure, asthma, tainted water, mad cows in plague piles. We’re AIDS and SARS 

and weapons of mass destruction, playground equipment made water-resistant 

with cancer-causing agents. Toys are not us. Fears are us.  Mother, Father, Child: 

the nuclear warhead family. Will anyone ever be frivolous again? We offer her 

jump ropes, bicycles, soccer balls, board games, and she chooses instead 

manageable domestic worlds of her own devising. Her house is a shoebox 

firetrap. She stares into it with a focus as intense as an electron microscope. 

There’s a tiny family, tiny beds, even a tiny spotless toilet. Her mother’s a part-

time veterinarian, fire-fighter and figure skater. Dad plays a musical instrument 

that only their miniature poodle can hear.  Her daughter wears beautiful painted-

on clothes, talks on a plastic-chip cell phone. Her toys even have toys. What the 

mall can’t provide, she crafts herself; supper simmers in a bottle-cap frying pan. 

Her people have names, birthdays, hair styles, favourite colours. Their problems, 

we overhear, are ours, only lighter and smaller, with friendlier neighbours. 

Perhaps toys are us after all. At night, she borrows the flashlight and sets the sun 

down over their heads, then switches on the fluorescent moon to see them through 

the night. Her work is playing out our lives. When those lives become hers, she’ll 

be ready. 


